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'Rite' Formal,
Pageant Set
For Tonight
"The Village Center wants to
extend a personal invitation to all
FTU students, faculty and staff to
come to the Miss FTU Pageant and
'Rite of Spring' Forma1," said
Linda Eastman, assistant program
director of the VC.
Both events are tonight in the
Tupperware Auditorium on South
Orange Blossom Trail. The pageant
begins at 7 pm, and the formal will
begin afterwards, about 9 pm, and
will last until midnight. Miss FTU
will be crowned during the formal.
Tickets are being sold in the
Village Center office. Admission to
either event or both is $2, or $4 per
couple. Persons attending the
pageant will be allowed into the
formal by showing their ticket
stubs.
Entered in the Miss FTU pageant
are Dana Lee Flick, Nancy Vasse,
Kathy Doane, Pam Smith, Virginia
Boyd, Carol Sue Darty, Sigrid
Tidmore, Cindy Cotton and Susan
Autrey. The winner of the pageant
will be eligible to participate in the
1971 Miss Florida Pageant, which
selects the state's Miss America
contestant.
The Swinging Medallions will
provide entertainment for the "Rite
of Spring" Formal. Dress for the
formal is anything in the
form al-semiformal category.
Refreshments will include cookies,
finger sandwiches and punch.

Music Recitals
Fill Last Weeks
The air will be filled in the next
two weeks with the sound of music,
most of it coming from the talented
mouths and hand& of FTU music
students.
Four separate recitals have been
scheduled between June 1 and June
6, both on campus and off.
Leading off the series will be the
senior recital of Terry Clark, a
music major. Clark, a baritone, will
sing June 1 at 8 :30 pm in the
Engineering Auditorium. Selections
will include works of Purcell,
Mozart, Ravel, Copland and others.
Cheryl LeCompte will accompany
Clark.
On Thursday, June 3, FTU's
Orpheus Club will sponsor an
evening of violin music featuring
well known concert violinist
Miltiades Siadimas. He is a Greek
musician who has been acclaimed
for his performances throughout
Europe and South America. The
performance, Orpheus' first as a
club, will be held in the Engineering
Auditorium at 8:30 pm. He will
play works of Vivaldi, Defalla,
Porter and others.
The FTU music department's
annual Student Recital will ' be
Friday, June 4 at 8 30 pm in the
EN AUD. Works of old and
contemporary composers will be
featured with voice and
instrumental · students participating
Some of those students performing
are Teresa Johnson, soprano; Nancy
Moar, piano; Ken Enlow, baritone;
Vickie Pringle, soprano; Jan Crews,
piano; Randy Woods, clarinet;
Roger Bly, clarinet; Susan Cooper,
french horn; David Boelzner, french
horn; Kathy Mathews, piano.
Also, Cheryl LeCompte, piano;
Valerie Dawkins, soprano; Phyllis
Kennedy, piano; Delores Bruns,
soprano; Joy Sadler, soprano;
Teresa Arbaugh, soprnno, and Jue
Murar, trumpet.
Winding up the event-filled week
in music is a recital of organ majors
June 6 .at 3 pm in the First United
Church of Christ, 4605 Curry Ford
Rd., Dover Shores.
The students, faculty and staff of
the university and guests are invited
to attend these final concerts of the
season.

. !Greek Week Climaxes
' In God, Goddess Choice
By Linda leLtel

DR. WALTER GAUDNEK (left) congratulates student Jackie Lovett
following the 48-hour Marathon that ended last Friday. Jackie received
the Marathon Participant Award, painted by Gaudnek, for her
assistance during the entire marathon. (Photo by Randy Drake.)

Hastings Speaks Out
On Poverty, Justice
Ft. Lauderdale Attorney Alcee Hastings, spoke last Thursday to more
than 100 members of the Florida Council on Crime and Delinquency in
the Engineering Building.
He was introduced by Orange County Juvenile Court Judge Chester
Kerr as a man "who has guts, who - - - - - - - - - - - - - - has concern, and who will work for that he believes prisoners should be
allowed to lead a normal sex life.
reform."
The lawyer from South Florida
Hastings, originally from
Altamonte Springs, attended concluded: "Look in your city and
Crooms Academy high school in find the neighborhood ·with the
Sanford, was awarded his B.A. from least money, least insurance, least
Fish University, and earned his law housing, worst sewers, worst
degree from Florida A&M in 1963. streets, highest welfare, most
Dr. Charles M. Unkovic, FTU disease, and the least life
chairman. of sociology and a expectancy. You have just marked
member of the Florida ·council, the same area every time with the
highest crime. It will be the black
sponsored Hastings' appearance.
Hastings spoke on the changing community and the poor white."
Hastings called for an honest
attitudes towpd correction. His
major point was the failure of the wage and an honest opportunity for
administration of criminal justice. poor people. "We won't accomplish
Hastings also criticized the practice anything until we can say 'He ain't
of selective law enforcement. "If heavy, he's my brother.' "
I'm caught by a policeman doing
· 80, he sees LA WYER on my
driver's license and lets me go. But
a poor man driving a scraggly car
doing 80 goes to jail."
Hastings covered a varied amount
Work on the Lake Claire
of subjects. He said that poor recreation area project will go
people rarely vote because they ahead according to newly installed
think that their votes don't mean Student Body President Frank
anything. "Revolution does not Bantry. In a memo to campus
bring on change, change brings on planner James Schroeder this week
revolution. The average age of the Bantry recommended that work o~
people on the President's Narcotics the project should proceed as soon
Commission is 53." Hastings said as possible.
Student Government executives
halted work on the project two
weeks ago after they were notified
by Schroeder that almost $9,000 of
the originally alloted $15 ,000 for
the project had already been spent.
After investigation of the
expenditures and work yet to be
completed, Bantry forwarded the
go ahead memo to Schroeder saying
that work should resume but
should continue only as long as
expenditures do not exceed the
$15,000 mark.
Bantry commented on the project
go ahead Tuesday during the
LAST ISSUE
Student-Senate Forum, saying, "We
FOR QUARTER
Next week's FuTUre, June 4, want to get as much 0£ the work
19 71, will be the last issue of the completed as possible and still stay
newspaper for spring quarter. Any within the bounds of the original
articles to be submitted concerning allotment.
Finally, in describing the current
announcements for the break or for
status
of the Lake Claire project,
finals week may be submitted by
Bantry remarked that he intends to
next Tuesday at noon.
The FuTUre will resume advise James Schroeder, campus
publication for the summer quarter planner, to continue work on the
June 25 and will be published every project only as long as the cost
remains within the bounds of the
two weeks during summer.
$15,000 originally alloted by SG.

Lake Claire Work
Given Green. Light

Campus

~Glances

Grt-f'k WPt'k f1•stivilies for Hl7 I climax<'cl Salurdav nigh! with tlH'
presE>nlalion or nwarcls nncl llw a111wunct'nw11l of lh<' Cn•1•k l~od and
Goddess al tlw GrPPk party. Susan J\uln'~' of TyPs Sorority anrl Tim
BaLchelor of Lambda Chi Alpha Fratl'rnily W<'l'I' s<'l<'C'!l'cl (:ocl and
GodclPs ul'LN a comp!'! it ivt' con!Pst
which includt>rl part icip;1l ion in I Ill' lo 1lw I Ull!' or "('at ch a Falling
Star.,.
slave auction, athlPlic ganws and a
H. un111•rs · up Ficfrl<>s Sorority,
penny-a-vol<> con!Psl. Tlw conl<'sl W<'l'l' rlr!'ss<'cl hillbilly slyil' anrl
brought in $Hf).89 in voting mmwy. canw compl<'t<' with Jug Band
Runner, -up Wf're Martha Swann or inslrunwnt.s. Tlwy sang' "l\1anw
Ficleles ororiLy and Fred Maust or D 011 ·1 J\ !low No Cn'<'k Wt'l'k
ATOFraterniLy.
Singing ll1'rt''' and ;1
.ThP party was lwlct '.lt t.hl' hi~nw 'rrat!'rnity-orit•nl<'d song t.o l lw I u1w
of Mark Thorn Lon anrl l~·at.ur<'cl I rP!' or "1 'm in LOV(' With a Htg Bltl!'
f o o d . a n cl . cl r. i n..k . a 1~ ~. t ht' Frog."
enLe.r~ammenL ol
M 1am1:
Tlw
T<'k<' Fral<'rnit.y sang two sol<'mn
trad1L1onal Greek clrc>ss ol slw<•ts rrat<'l'nit.y songs lo capl.urt' t ltird
was p~·eva_lenL, w1~h many stylf's and placl' honors.
comb1~aL1ons b:•~g' worn: MastPr
Tht- sort.ball !Pam ('0111J>OSl'cl or
and M1sLrf'~s ol C<>rc>mon1<>s, WPI."<' Fidc'l<'s Sornril.y, J\ lpha Tau Onwga
Lloyd Richardson and ConnH• Frat.ernit.y and Lambda Chi J\lpha
Graham, w~o prescnL<'rl tlw awards. Frall'rnily Look rirsl. plae<' in
Thursdays car cavalcade• was won Friclav's sort.hall ganw. Each
by Fidel s Sorority. Tht> winning oq~an.izaLion was pn's<'llt.Pcl a
c~r W~S a ~l'een Camarn c1:_corated trophy aL t.h1• c:r!'Pk party,
wrth ~ult1colored buLLerf he~ and Runiwrs-up W<'I'<' Tri-K Sorority,
caterJ?•llars, the mascots ol the> E:igma Sign.a Chi Frat.c>rnit.y, J\lpha
soronLy and pledge class.
Kappa Pi "!"raLc>rniLy, and D<>lla Tau
Later that evening the sororit.i<>s Fraternity.
were enlightened bv Nancy
(Con f inued 011 Pagl' 8)
Wainwright of Phi Mu So~ority wh~
spoke on sorority rushing. Th<,
fraternities did noL sponsor a
speaker.
The slave auction brought in
$101.42 with the following awards
being given: Best Participation,
ThP winrn'rs or t.lw SPCOllcl annual
Lambda Chi Alpha; Grf'atest
Amount of Money Raised for an S L o c k m a r k " L (} a m " w <' r <'
Individual, Wayne Leland of announcPcl this Wt'<'k l>y ,John
Lambda Chi Alpha; Greatest Wilson, govPrnor ,>f' Lh<' Cofll'g(• of
Amount of Money Raised for a Business J\rlministruLion.
First place winn<'r was l~<'lrn .Joy
Group, Tri-K Sorority; and Best
Dress, Gary Hallman of Teke LancasLPr, who madP t.lw most
monl'y from Lh<' f.{a''YH', $ ,1/>!>9. Sill'
Fraternity.
The Greek Sing was sparked by a will rccPiV(' the first plac(' pri:t.<' 11f
lack of seriousness and a great deal $!l0.
Gary W. FtlrLun<?, . who mad<'
of good-natured laughtPr and
applause.. Tyes Sorority won th<' $4,00G durinJ.! Lh<' four-w<~<'k cc;..ir..;I'
competition with "Tyes, Tyes, of Lhe j.!ame, cam•· in sl'cond and
Tyes," a sorority song, and will receive $3G.
"There's a New World Com inf.{."
Third plac<' and $2!) v:<'nt to
The group consisted or abouL 30 Daniel N. BlankPl'\sLein, who madtsisters dressed in pantsuits. They $3,416.
also performed a skit-song abou i
Participation and interPsL in Llw
their mascot candidate, ihe Comet, contest was termNl "very spiriL<'d."

Stockmnrket Game
Winners Declared

Final Exclm Schedule

FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE
Spring Quarter, 1971
June 7-10
Classes Which First Meet
Final Examination Period
During the Week at
8 a.m. Monday
8- 9 :45 a.m., Mon., June 7
9 a.m. Monday
10-l 1 :45 a.m., Mon., June 7
8- 9:45 a.m., Tues., June 8
10 a.m. Monday
10-11:45 a.m., Tues., June 8
11 a.m. Monday
12- 1 :45 p.m., Wed., June 9
12 noon Monday
10-11:45 a.m., Thurs., June JO
1 p.m. Monday
2- 3:45 p.m., Wed., June 9
2 p.m. Mor.day
1~- 1 :45 p.m., Thurs., June 10
3 p.m. Monday
4- 5:45 p.m., Tues., June 8
4 p.m. Monday
4- 5:45 p.m., Wed., June 9
5 p.m. Monday
8 a.rn. Tuesday
9 a.m : Tuesday
10 a.m. Tuesday
12 noon Tuesday
1 p.m. Tuesday
2 p.m. Tuesday
3 p.m. Tuesday
5 p.m. Tuesday

8- 9 :45 a.m., Wed., June 9
10-11:40 a.m., Wed., June 9
8 -9 :45 a.m. , Thurs., June 10
12- 1 :45 p.m., Tues., June 8
12- 1 :45 p.m., Mon., June 7
2- 3 :45 p.m., Mon., June 7
2- 3:45 p.m., Tues., June 8
4- 5 :45 p.m., Mon., June 7

NOTE:
1. Assistant Deans of those colleges desiring io schedule multiple
section courses should consider use of evening hours during the
June 7-10 period since no "free" day exists between the end of
Spring Quarter classes and the beginning of the final examination
period. Any use of the SCAUD, ENAUD, EN359, EN360, and
GC115 for multiple section examinations other than in
accordance with the above schedule MUST te cleared through
the Office of Ad.ministraLive Planning.
2. Classes which meet first dur:ng the w~ek on Wednesday,
Thursday, or Friday should schedule day or evening examinations
durir.g the period June 7-10 at the discretion of the instructor in
consultation with all members of the class.
3. Classes which meet at 6 p.m. or later normally meet for two
hours or more and should schedule examination~ at the regular
class hour during the period June 7-1 u.
.
4. Continuing Education course examinations should be scheduled
at the regular class b.our during the period June 7-10.
5. Final examinations are mandatory IF REQUIRED by the course
instructor.
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"AmericanG in AWN uniforms! WJJ,o
woulct erer suspect?!"
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Missed Key Point

19TI"-7
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A weekend of events whose aim was to bring the Greeks together
unfortunately did not live up to its original intention. The spirit was .
there; some of it was sharply criticized and some was misplaced.
How long is it going to take the Greek system to figure it all out? The
Greeks pride themselves on being the 'backbone of this campus yet they
have a difficult time getting together. You can only talk about unity for
so .long and then someone realizes it is actually non-existent. This is an
unfortunate but true fact about the FTU Greek system.
Basically the system is on the wrong · track. Why were only
approximately 200 of the over 600 Greeks present for the games? Why
were less than that on hand for the rest of the events? What exactly is
the relevance of Greek Week?
It brought out competition that shouldn't have been there. It. was
costly in that it brought on a great deal of hostility. An event that
should have been "fun" had so many rules and regulations that at least
two fraternities felt compelled to withdraw. Whether they were right or
wrong in their action is not the point - the point involves a little bit of
system evaluation.
Bitterness sparked Greek Week. Bitterness because of regulations,
because of people. There wasn't a whole lot of "fun" involved in Greek
Week. In other words MKP - Missed Key Point.
A solution? First of all, Greeks should have presented both sides of
the griefs at the gripe session. Secondly, committees for the 1972 Greek
Week should begin work now instead of holding off until six weeks
before Greek Week.
Many Greeks have been sadly disillusioned by the outcome of the
supposedly unified system. If the trend isn't set now, lack of
participation next year may cause the event to be cancelled.

ALUMNI ASSN.
The Graduating Class of 1970
congratulates all graduating
seniors and extends a welcome
to become an active member of
the Alumni Association.
The FTU Alumni Association
was chartered by the State of
Florida on February 2 of this
year.
To becom~ involved call:
Larry Snyde~, 424-0505 or
671-3470.
Landrum Martin, 275-9063.
Richard Lancaster, 277-8992.
REMEMBER THIS IS YOUR
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION.

For The Students
A soon-to-be controversial issue with Student Government is the
proposal fo an FM radio station for FTU. The bill, sponsored by Gene
~acobs, Natural Sciences Senator, is requesting $14,500 for the
1
implementation of the station, in addition to a;n annual cost of
$10,000.
The reasoning behind· the station is that it would be an expenditure
for the students as the broadcast pattern would cover coast-to-coast
transmission .
The FuTUre spoke with both Jacobs and SG President Frank SantrY,
concerning the bill and found that some definite problems are involved.
The bill calls for $12,600 of the unspent monies in the Projects and
Programs division (of the budget) to be transferred to the Unallocated
Reserve Fund. From this, $14,000 will be allocated to the proposed FM
station.
The major question is whether this money will come from the
1970-71 budget or the 1971-72 budget, since it will not be spent until
next fall. This question has yet to be answered. San try has expressed
the opinion that the 1971 Senate cannot spend funds from the 197 O
Senate's budgeL. However, if the money is allocated it will or should
provide for the continuous support of the station. Therefore, the
present Senate would be spending next year's funds anyway.
Santry has expressed skepticim that the Senate will allocate $10,000
annually for the station.
An FM station is not a project that can be created and forgotten. It
must continually be supplemented, and we .feel that SG is the perfect
outlet for this. SG is for the students,. and it is about time that a
cultural, educational and entertaining project be supplemented by SG.
Another major problem is Lhe area of control of the allocated funds.
Senator Jacobs feels that the money sliould be controlled by the station
and Dr. Robert Arnold, associate professor of communication. Santry
has expressed the opinion that he (representing SG) should be a
cosigner to all expenditures. Standard SG procedure calls for the SG
president to cosign these expenditures.
A major point in favor of the FM · station is that if Student
Government does not allocate this "leftover" money before June 15
the 1971-72 budget will most likely be trimmed. The FuTUre feels that
an FM station would not only be beneficial to the students but to the
community. This area, at the present time, does not have an
Intercollegiate Broadcasting System, and an FM station would provide
many aspects that the AM station cannot produce .
We urge all senators to seriously consider the advantages of
implementing an FM station. It is obvious that SG has the power to
start it or to cause its failure - no one else has the money. We urge the
Senate to use iLs power in a positive manner - by working for the
students.
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Greek Unity?

_

c ult u r a 1 !'l n d
educational awareness of FTU, the
Village Center .ha;; presented such
Dear Editor:
program!!; as Betty Friedan, the
As a student presently enrolled In University Movies and Fine Films,
a senior seminar, I would like to rash i 0 n sh 0 w s, ping p 0 n g
express my dissatisfaction with t~e
equipment, the Folk Festival, Saul
way t,he FTU Library handles its Bellow
and the Spring Formal.
periodicals. The assignmenls for my
As most students look forward to
class are in current magazines. summer, the Board must look
However, the majority of the
toward next year's programs. In the
magazines I need are not available: future we would like to see more
they are either misplaced, stolen or programs for our older students,
at the binder. What has happened more student and faculty
to them is immaterial; the fact is patticipation in planning and
they are not available for use. Can ' t Presenting programs, and more
something be done to keep students innovative programs as well as
from leaving with magazines and expanding programs along
why can't they be put back in the traditional lines.
right place? I have also had trouble
Therefore, all students, faculty
in finding books which are and staff with criticisms on ideas
supposed to be in the library. Have for programs and activities should
they been stolen too? The library contact Sheila Painter on -cultural
needs a better secu1·ity system so and educational p~ograms, Anne
that the few dishonest students Edrington on speakers, Charlotte
Won't deprive the rest of US the US'.! Scott on films , Rick Alter or Dale
of library materials.
Crutcher on popular entertainment,
A concerned student.
Debbie Wheatley or Hank Richard
on dances, Dr. Chris Clausen or
Miss Nannette McLaine on the
faculty, any member of the Village
Center staff (call 2633) or myself.
Dear FuTUre and Fellow Students Any ideas will be greatly
The Village Center Board seeks t~ apprnciated and given consideration
make college more than a day as we seek to improve our
school, more than registration fees, programs.
exams, papers and grade slips and
Sincerely,
more than nameless .faces crowded
D~vo A. Heller, President
,t ogether. In broadening the social,
The Village Center ..Board
•• '.1'

Resear"c h Stym1e

Wanted: Ideas

VCNeeds Sheets

Dear Editor:
I would like to thank all those
who helped make Greek Week a
success. Even though few really got
into the real spirit of the event, it
was a reasonably good display of
Greek unity.
It is too bad that there are
elements within the Greek system
who believe that an event such as
Greek Week should be held in a
prudently competitive manner. We
feel sorry for these people.
Presently the two fraternities
who had the best time (and
admittedly raised the most hell)
and who consequently came closer
together in fellowship, are under
fire as having been too rowdy.
Anyone who feels A TO and PAE
were out of line are missing the
boat.
Greek Week is (or should be) a
time for all fraternities and
sororities to get together and party
together, to sing together and to
raise the roof a little.
Instead of sitting quietly and
waiting for a group to sing two
songs in a very stuffy, very reserved
atmosphere, why can 't a Greek Sing
involve everybody singing
everybody else's songs?
PAE and ATO had a good time at
this . All they got, however, were
negative reactions . This was a good
lesson in understanding between
two fraternities. It doesn't have to
end there.
A nyone w h o th'm k s a II G ree k s
can't get together should have been
at the Goldenrod Inn after the sing.
Brothers from ATO, PAE and
sisters . from Tyes and Tri-K
exchanged songs and ch~ers until
the late hours.
Anyone who condemns these
groups had better take a good look
at themselves. For one thing, he is
missing half the fun of being a
Greek. For another, he will find
that he is only choosing up sides for
a cold war - the thing we cannot
have for the system to mature.
Anyone who thinks that ATO
and PAE had too gooa a time

a success, the Greeks themselves
must want it. There has to be a
common interest among the
fraternities which they can starid
behind and strive for. Older
universities have their football
teams where the Greeks can stand
together as a whole, not as a mess
of Key Clubs, Hi-Y Clubs, or any
other junior organizations all
bickering over irrelevant, idiotic,
petty quarrels.
However, it is understandable
that FTU hasn't the capacity for a
football team as of yet. It is
common knowledge that the
majority of college spectators
'would rather go to a football game
than a basketball game, not because
football is a better sport, but
because the importance placed on a
home football team seems to
exceed that placed on a basketball
team. No offense to our basketball
squad is intended.
The problem then lies in seeking
a common interest that could bind
the Greek interfraternal bonds
together. Intramurals? Fine, if the
intended purpose of involvement
would stand strong. But it has come
to a point in Intramurals where
strong competition has only helped
to break the bonds. Whenever a
fraternity is in contention for the
IFC
trophy they are
automatically the "bad guys."
It stands to reason then that the
solution to the problem can only
formulate within the Greek society
itself. With no common interest
readily available, we Greeks must
either take it on ourselves to
improve the situation or continue
"going to the dogs."
In disappointment,
Clay J. Kearney

Geography Lesson

.Dear Editor;
I feel impell~d to respond to Mr.
Kevin Wadsworth's geographical
location of Tallahassee in his
Overview column May 21, 1971. A
c~reful look of any road map . will
disclose that "just west of Perry"
would place one with wet feet in
the Gulf of Mexico near the mouth
during Greek Week would be much of the Aucilla River. Also
~~t.ier in a Thursday night bridge "northwest of Two Egg" would
mean about 15 miles to the
Dan Tressler
· Alabama state line, and another 15
Vice President, PAE
miles to Dothan, the first town of
any consequence.
With reference to the two towns
.
rOU •
mentioned, the geographical
location of Tallahassee might better
Dear Editor,
The Greek system on this campus be described as "appwximately
is embarrassing, embarrassing to me ~est n~rth west of Perry," and
because I am a Greek. I should feel approximately east south east of
proud to be a Greek, but for what Two Egg."
Enclosed please find a donation
reason? My devotion lies only with
my fraternity. The reasons for these of five cents to begin a fund to
chaotic disagreements among purchase a compass for Foggy
fraternities are simple, but difficult Wadsworth.
Respectfully,
to improve .
C.T.Cook
In order for a Greek s~stei;n to be

Wh Y f ee I p

d2

Wet Walkw~ys
Dear Editor:
It has come to our attention
(primarily because of wet
shoes and pants) that the sprinkler
systems around the Engineering
Building are not adjusted so as to
keep water off the walk-ways.
Because of our desires to remain
relatively dry, some of us students
are wondering if "blast deflectors"
might not be installed between the
sprinkler heads and the respective
sidewalks. And if not, why not?
I was informed of a previous
answer to the previous possibility
of "running" the
sprinklers at
night, which was that the proposed
so 1 u ti on was economically
infeasible.
If problems arise concerning the
proper design and installation of
the so-called blast deflectors, please
consult the College of Engineering,
Room 202.
G. Allen Sullivan
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Aqua-Knights Recover Boat

Library Hours
The University Library will
maintain its regular schedule on
Monday, May 31, 1971.
During the period June 10-20 ,
1971 the Library will observe a
shortened schedule of hours as
follows:
Thursday, June 10; 7 :45 am - 7
pm.
Firday, June 11; 8 am· 5 pm.
Saturday and Sunday", June 12 &
13, Closed.
Monday - Friday, June 14 - 18;
8 am - 5 pm.
Saturday and Sunday, June 19 &
20, Closed.
Summer I hours will go in effect
on Monday, June 21, as follows:
Members of the FTU Aqua-Knights assist Paul Harkiewicz, Orlando
Naval Base Beach Supervisor in landing a craft that the scuba club
located Saturday. The Aqua-Knights were called in after other divers
and sheriff's rescue squds failed to find the boat and motor. Assisting in
the search are Walt Wheeler, Mark Lamprey, Terry Martin and club
advisor Bruce Meyer. The search took 45 minutes of diving time.

Monday - Thursday; 7 :45 am - 9
pm.
Friday - 7 :45 am - 5 pm.
Saturday, noon - 5 pm.
Sunday - 2 pm - 9 pm.

"THE HOME OF HAPPY BANKING"
THE KEY TO
YOUR FINANCIAL FUTURE
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

MAITLAND
.•

MEMBER OF FDIC

t+tGHWAY 17-92 AT PACKWOOD

PHONE 644-7000
MARK LAMPREY
(305) 838-9018

UNDERWATER SEARCH
RECOVERY
PHOTOGRAPHY
CONSTRUCTION
BRUCE MEYER
(305) 671-8518

With less than two hour's notice,
the FTU scuba-diving club, the
Aqua-Knights, mounted an
expedition to the Orlando Naval
Base lake to perform a search and
recovery expedition for a boat and
motor.
The boat, a two-foot aluminum
craft and motor valued at $400,
capsized and sunk a week before
the Aqua-Knights were called in
Saturday. The special services
department on base had a couple of
divers search Tuesday and
Wednesday. They were unsuccessful
in their efforts.
The two organizations, running
search patterns like criss-crosses,
circles and running tow lines,
combed the quarter-mile square
area fruitlessly. They gave up and
offered the Aqua-Knights this
advice: "Good Luck."
Walt Wheeler, Mark Lamphrey,
Terry Martin and Club Advisor
Bruce Meyer arrived Saturday
morning and conferred with special
services rescue personnel on the
lakefront. They learned that the
county sheriff's rescue department
had been called in and, using a
magometer, had also failed to
locate the boat, lost somewhere in
about 30 feet of water.
The divers got into place and
began their search in the area
shaped like a triangle. Meyer
shouted instructions to them as
they surfaced, completing "a run."
Beach supervisor Paul Harkiewicz
pointed out the approximate
location of the sinking. Meyer,
acting as dive coordinator, plotted
the strategy with the other three on
the shore; time was of the essence,
for the lake would soon be filled
with boaters, whose propellers are
the bane of every scuba enthusiast.

It A11 Be I0 ng S
T0 A rt
By Grace Kehrer
Approaching the abandoned
marathon sight, Bill of Physical
Plant, rake in hand was the only
one in view. .
According to him, he had just
finished covering over the lost city
of Atlantis. However, the spot upon
which he stood was very close to
the Eyfell's earth mold.
The show was finished the props
dismantled, and_the creative objects
carried away The only avenue open
was to interview Bill, the man who
rearranges the stage after the play
has left town. Bill had liked the
idea behind the marathon and the
actual presentation. He admitted he
hadn't understood it all but he felt
it was a good adventur~. He knew
students and instructors had
enjoyed themselves. He showed me.
Eyfells' .broken sculpture pieces
loaded on top of a flat bed truck.
They were going to the _du~p
(Continued on Page 8)

MEMORIAL DAY
Monday, May 31, is Memorial
Day and a holiday for employes of
the State University System. There
will be no classes Monday, so have a
safe and enjoyable holiday
weekend.

~~--~---------;tude~;--G--o~~r--nm--e:;
I
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I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
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The equipment was loaded and
the Aqua-Knights, in full gear,
moved out in two boats. Other
members of the club watched the
operation from the dock, helping
ascertain the search area. 0 ne beach
·lifeguard warned the divers of the
eels and the 10-foot high weeds in
the lake. He had been unsuccessful
in his attempts to snorkel-dive for
the boat.
After 45 minutes of diving time,
La mphrey, Wheeler and Martin
surfaced with a shout. The boat had
been found.
Visibility in the lake was less than
one foot - Lamphrey had found
the boat by crashing into it. "I
didn't realize that I was right on
top of it," he grinned.
The boat was hauled up, with the
motor intact - thanks to a safety
chain.
Onlookers on shore cheered as
the boat was beached. After a few
pictures, the Aqua-Knights were
quietly thanked while they packed
up their gear.
Mission accomplished.

Clayton A~signed
New Director Post
Fred E. Clayton, director or"
Physical Plant, has been assigned to
the position of Director of
University Physical Planning,
according to an announcement
from Vice President for Business
Affairs John Philip Goree.
In his new position, Clayton will
coordinate and direct
administrative and architec~mal
planning and building construction
for FTU. He will be supervising the
Division of Administrative
Planning, the Campus Planner, and
the Physical Plant.
Clayton will also be working
closely with the Florida Board of
Regents Physical Planner and the
Department of General Services
Division of Building Construction'.
Rudy N. Peruf, who served as
acting director of Physical Plant last
year when Clayton was in Vietnam
will resume the position of Physicai
Plant acting director.·

--
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Cordially invites
you to attend the Se<ond Annual

I
I

Honors & Awards
Ceremony

I
I

I
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Thurs., June 3
11 a.m.
SCAUD

I
I
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Housing Resolution
Passed By Senate

vw

Rides Again I
'68 VW BUS.

A resolutioh calling for the Florida · Board of Regents "to reconsider its
vote to suspend the right or privilege of members of opposite sexes from:
visiting each other's dormitories" was passed by the Student Government
Senate Tuesday.
The Senate had originally refused to pass the. bill at a May 11 session.
The ·bill, as.: submitted by Se~~tor _ _ _ _ _~-------Paul Gougelman, Social S.c iences, University Presidents was asked by
would have commended · President the Regents to come qp with a I
Charles N. Millican "for his fairness uniform dorm regulation. When the ·
and understanding," in the Presidents' Council did not act, the /'
situation, and said that he "has Regents did." ·
agreed to study the problem of this
In light of this feeling, the
ruling with fairness."
resolution, twice a1llended, now
The commendation was rejected reads, "Whereas the Council of
by Senate members, who called University .Presidents failed to
Millican 's move to talk to residents adopt
pol
t bl t 0 th
about the situation "a show for Bo . d af Regicyt ac,~ep a e
e
1
dorm students."
·
. - ~ ~ .- _e!, s~ - - - - _ _

~~::Ce~~~=~~~~~~:e:~~~::::

wording requesting the BOR to
"adopt the policy belatedly
subntitted to the Board by the

I

:::;~~r;~~::;~;r~~;:1~1~· .L· _·
Education,

"The

Council

of

Senate Approves
Club, Fraternity,
Passes Seal Bill
The SG Senate voted to approve
two FTU organizations Tuesday
during its re~ularly scheduled
meeting, passed a new ruling on the
previously approved senior class
project, and in a brief ceremony
before the meeting was presented
with an American flag by local
American Legion Post 242.
The FTU Biology Club and Sigma
Sigma Chi Fraternity were
unanimously approved by the
Senate after the second reading.
Also considered and passed was a
bill amending the already approved
s e n i o r c 1a·s s p r o j e ct . The
amendment states that the
10-foot-square official university
seal will be inscribed with the
words "Dedicated to the Class of
'7 1."
Ken Moyer: a member of Orlando
American Legion Post 242,
presented the Senate with an
American flag to be used in their
meeting room, which has been
wiLhout one for sometime.

SAVE

'66 SQUAREBACK SEDAN

$1295
'71 SUPER COOL BUG

s2495
.......< ·-·-._
_
. _
OUTGOING STUDENT Gov~rnment President Jim Stringer (right)
congratulates his successor, Frank Santry, during the annual SG awards
banquet last Friday night at the Villa Nova. Also at the banquet
Senator Joanne Puglisi, Engineering, was presented a plaque honoring

1

@ ..:

'67 OLOS VISTA CRUISER

s1795
'64 CHEVY PICKUP

rs
!
_. _ltl_~__w
__~____ During Senate Forum
~

':·

$2195

hser aasOnutst,andrinyg
SenaGtor.

~IPhyotoebysJohnAGorndons.)

s795

we

'68 OPEL SPORT COUPE

'$995

fill~~~

!_

1

SG Notes

They said I shouldn't date the
column by saying Good Morning so following the suggestion of a
friendGreetings and Salutations :
This week Stud~nt Government is
discussing spending over $20,000 of
your money. Th .is ex pen d I' t ure WI.11
involve two main areas:
1. FM Radio Station for the
FTU Community. This will cost
initially $14,000+ and will provide
· FM entertainment for most of
Central Florida.
2. FTU War Film. This will be a
ful.l length feature film of a scri~t
":'ntte~ by an FTU student_ This
film will be produced on campus.by·
the Theatre and Commumcat10:°
s~udents. Cost - $4'.400+. ~his
f~lm would be er:itered m collegi.a te
film. ~ontests, aired on education
television, and would be shown free
forWFTU students. t
.
" · e areth now rek"urnmg
h d to our
f
every o er wee
sc e u 1e ?r
Student~enate Fo~ums. These will
be ca~ned on ?~rmg the summer
and will be pubhc1zed.
Yours truly,
Danny Scott
Senator
College of Education

Louis ~
Volkswagen

.
1Frank

Santry, newly installed student body president, presided over
the biweekly Student Senate Forum Tuesday, answering questions about
SG vacancies, FTU guest speakers, vending machine problems, Bookstore
profits and the status of the Lake Claire project.
Near.st
In answer to the first question posed Santry explained that there. are
five appointive openings and that
·
Authorized Volksw-..n D•w
two of them are salaried positions;
Santry stated, in answer to a
those of Senate clerk which fourth question, that the campus
6363 E. Colonial Drive
5 Mil• W•t of f.T.U.
requires secretarial background, and bookstore realizes a 20-25 per cent
comptroller which requires an profit on every new book sold and
277-7220
extensive background in business. approximately 33 per cent each
The nonsalaried positions are ~~im~e~a~us~e~d~b~o~o~k~i~s~s~o~ld~.~~w"ff~~~~ii~~~iiii~~;;~~~
those of public relations director,
which said San try, "requires a
knowledge of the media of FTU
and a sincere desire to work"; and
executive assitant, whose main job
will be to "keep in touch with the
1809 EAST COLONIAL t;>R.
more than 60 students who hold
appointive positions on university
committees. Also open is the
position of legislative assistant.
Three days to soak up the rays on a cruise to Freeport arid Nassau in the
"The person filling this position
Bahamas.
must have a tremendous
Sunday thru Tuesday, a trip you will remember, for only $59.00.
understanding of senate procedures
If it is home you want to go, use our free airline ticket delivery. Split with a
and legislative affairs," said Santry.
group and save bread. We can make it happen any way you want. Remember,
One student spoke out,
you can use your Student Fare.
Your man to call is: Lucien (843-7940).
suggesting that it might be a good
· · ot h er campuses mt
· he
i'd ea to mv1te
area to attend such activities as the
recent speech made by 'Georgia
legislator Julian Bond.
In response to a complaint about
the lack of change machines in the
library, Santry replied that he
would look into the matter
·

SALE

UNIVERSE GROUP
TRAVEL

Leave the bummer behind and take a trip••••

SAVE

TAKE IT HOME!

A Daily J:nte:rest
Passbook
Savings
Account
can do "MP'Onders
for YOU

1. Leather & Suede Vests $2~~~~ Now $10.00
2. Pants .......................... ~~~·..s.1•5:~~.. Now $7. 00
3. Blacklight Posters..................... 25 % OFF
4. Incense ........................................ 20% 0FF
S. Hand Tooled Belts ...................... 20% OFF

10% OFF On Entire Stock
including waterbeds

PASSBOOK
SAVINGS
IN

STEREO

DD
That wall-to-wall stereo sound you've always wanted can be purchased for cash,
and you save the interest charges. Your
money is always there when you need it plus the interest you've earned on it! Isn't
it better to earn interest than to pay it?

We are blasting prices to introduce you to a new and unusual heavy store. This is one
way .of saying, "have a nice summer vacation and see you next fall."

SALE ENDS

S~T.,

MAY 29th

OBLIVIATION IV
538 Park Ave. South
Winter Park, Fla.
Opposite Roi Ii ns

s\%
per annum
Compounded
daily

6rst

tederal

savings &loan

5einii1ole
COl.l'lty

MAIN OFFICE: 312 W. FIRST ST., SANFORD, FLA.
BRANCH OFFICE:
OVIEDO SHOPPING CENTER, OVIEDO, FLA.
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Ed Note: The Greek columns this
week contained a great deal of
thanks, round-ups and both positive
and nega tiue comments about
Greek Week. Due to a shortage of
space we were unable to print these
comments. See complete Greek
Week round-ups on Pages 1 and 7.

TEP
TEP Fraternity will hold its
annual awards banquet this
Saturday night at the Ramada Inn
East on Highway 50. B_rothers must
contact Steve Barnoske if they are
going to attend the banquet.
At the last TEP meeting officers
were nominated for summer and
fall quarters. Elections will be held
at the next meeting and all brothers
are urged to attend.
This week's Quasimoto award
went to a graduating brother Roger Smith.
Brother of the Week Award went
to brother Dennis Nowak for his
outstanding efforts during the
Greek Week activities.

everyone will be heading for the
Annual Spring Formal.
A banquet honoring all old and
new Sweetl\,earts will be held
Saturday. The affair gets under way
at 7 pm Saturday at the House of
Beef in Maitland. An all-night party
is planned at the house following
the dinner.
Bright and early Sunday morning
will mark the beginning of an
all-day ski party. Sunday night,
brothers and sweethearts will hold
the annual body painting party,
The S.R. Committee has done an
outstanding job setting up the
painting party and it should be a
real ball.
The fraternity is having a beach
party Monday in order that they
might recuperate from the
exhausting weekend and prepare
for the upcoming finals.

AKPi

Seesawing wraps up Saturday and
.all brothers are expected to be on
1
hand for the closing ceremonies
after noon. Upon receipt of
·
Governor ·Askew's word, either
B The First Annual Awards verbal or written, tne brothers will
~nquet and Rose Dai:ice was held stop teeter-tottering; setting a new
this past Saturday ~11ght ~Y the world's mark in p-erpetual
brothers of Delta Sigma P1. The seesawing. All area media will be
banquet, held at the Park Plaza present. The former mark, 17 days,
Hotel was attended _by well over 4 hours, was set by a Kappa Sigma
10~ brothers, ~umni and guests. chapter in North Dakota. FTU's
This event marks one year of
.
.
national affiliation by the Theta Kar;>pa ~1gma will go over 18 days,
Sigma Chapter
which 1s more· than 430 hours of
·
ups and downs. With exams coming
During the ceremonies the annual up and ~erm papers due, the end of
awards were presented as follows: the pr6ject quite a relief to the
Annual Academic Achievement brotherhood will be well over
Award, Jeff Towle; Outstanding $2,000 indonations were received,
Pledge, Charlie Leonard; with pledge-contracts yet to be
Outstanding Brother, Paul Sicca; tallied.
Outstanding Athlete, Don Miller;
Saturday night is the scheduled
Outstanding Officer, Paul Sicca;
official
Hell Night for the Little
and Outstanding Service Award for
a Faculty Member, Assistant Dean Sister pledges. All brothers are
reminded to rendezvous at Lee
Franklin J. Hitt.
Constantine's house in Longwood
for Hell Nigh( preparations. All
brothers are asked to bring their
paddles and plenty of rope for the
festivities on tap.
The ATO little sisters will be
installed using national installation
procedures. They will become
. Little Sisters of the Maltese Cross
on June 5. ATO little sisters have
Tuesday night some of the
helped the fraternity during the brothers engaged in an all hight
past four weeks enabling them to basketball game out by the courts.
complete chapter installation.
It was a rough game with the high
There will be a keg party this scorer being Don Jacobs with three
afternoon given by Howard points. Brothers, next time wear
Whelchel. It will cost everybody $1 shoes.
and will begin at 3 pm.
A first is happening in Teke this
week. Frater Don Drake will deliver
his own 'joke of the week' at the
frat meeting.

AS Pi

ATO

·ssx

The Pikes
are dealing with a few parties trying
to acquire a fire engine. They hope
Sunday night, May 23, the to have one by next fall's rush.
brothers of Sigma Sigma Chi
The Pikes are working on a new
celebrated the fraternity's second project to raise money for a young
birthday: The Sweethearts made .boy at Forrest Park school who
cakes for the big event ~d a good desperately needs braces to be able
time was had by all.
to walk. '!'hey have a few marathon
This week has a lot in store for ideas cooked up but the project
the brothers as they begin wrapping won't be made fully public for a
up the 1971 school year. Friday few w·e eks. They are aiming for
night all brothers and dates will more money than needed so that
attend the Miss FTU Contest to many more children can benefit
cheer on Nancy Vasse, Sigma Sigma from the project. Brothers are
Chi's candidate for Miss FTU. reminded to bring their summer
Virginia Boyd, another Sigma quarter schedules to this Sunday's
Sigma Chi Sweetheart, is also a chapter meeting which will be held
Softball season has begun and
•contestant..
After the pageant, at same time and place as usual.
they would like to see the entire
---------------------~-------"""'T sorority out at the games, whether
Last Sunday the brothers
they're cheering or playing on the honored the alumni with a picQic at
team.
Mead Gardens. Everyone attending
had a great time despite the hot
weather.

TEKE

TYES
KS

St111k & Br1w

This weekend a warmup party is
Special congratulations go to Jeff planned Friday before the Spring
Junkins, Kappa Sigma master of Formal. Sunday a beach party at
ceremonies who is now vice New Symrna Beach is planned and
president 0 f the FT U · all area Lambda Chi's are welcome
~I=n~t~m~f=ra=t~e=r=n=rt~y_C=o=u=n__ci_I._ _ _ _ _ _t_o_a_t_te_n_d_._·_ _•_ _ _ _ _ _ _~
------ -- -- -- -- - - - ----- - --,

Tbe lreate1t Batbl& A DrtDldD& Public Boue Bier

800 HllHWAY 17-82

(8 Bloolm Soutb of .lat-Alai Fronton)

INTRODUCING

WOLF'S JEWELRY

I PITCIEB or SAllGBIA
·~· OB . . . . . ·---..
ALL TIE DBAOGIT BEEB
YOO CAii DBllll
ALL TIE SALAD
YOO CAI.llAIE
PLUS A BOIELESS
SIBLOlll STEAi
- - -...

IS
T
Go ING 0U 0F Bus IN ESS

41
...

1/2 OFF *

* With this Ad

·

. Aad A111 l1tra!

18

·

CamplimantarJ Cigars! Cordials! lints!
.&LSO lE"E.A..TU:El.Xl!lll"G

Fllet lllpon or Lobster Tails
or Steak I: Lobster.Tall or Beef Brochette

$1.00 OFF ALL DTREES ON SUNDAYS
WHAT DO YOV WEAR? ANYTHING/
A complete selection of Stronger Spirits II available
<>pezi :K>a.:1.1-y :r'I-om. & : 3 0 JP.:nac..
~p1e Jrx-ee ::Pa.:..-:h::l.Z1g

st11k B-Br1w
U l•SLllll ll!l•I A Dll•KI•I PD

15 W. Pine St., Orlando

The following people have made deposits on the 1971
PEGASUS Yearbook, but have not yet completed
payment. If the full payment is not received by the
PEGASUS office, on or before June 5, these deposits
will be forfeited and yearbooks will not be held for
these people.

e>•-

llAlF PllCE (& BllCI BEEi) FOB CBD.DIEJI UNDEB 12 • (JUNIOR PORTIONS,

Wedd•.Ing Bands
Br Ida I Sets

-------------------------~

s4.&01.:::.st •&.&O
12 o•

LXA

G

Adkins, Frederick P.
Arcuri, Michael J.
Becker, David L.
Driggers, William D.
Grabloski, Ronald J.
Green, Margaret E.
Heitzner, Steve L.
Janocko Richard A.
Keen, George C.
Knollinger, Thomas R.
Krohn, Barbara J.
Kurzon, James A.
Maricle, Michael J.
Miller, Danny J.
Mollenkopf, Denise K.
Patterson, James l.
Paul, Vernon H.
Phelps, Julian M.
Rabon, Jack A.
Singer, Linda C.
Smith, John L.
Sutterby, Todd M.
Treen, Michael M.
Williams, Dan R.

.PEGASUS '71

·FIDEL ES
It's nearing that time of the year
when Greeks give awards and
Fideles Sorority is no exception.
The Annual Awards Banquet will
be held June 4 at Gigi's in the
Regency Square. Awards in the
following categories will be
presented: Most Outstanding Sister,
Most Outstanding Initiate, Most
Active Sister, Most Spirited Sister,
and Most Dependable Sister.

,,,

,

PHI BETA LAMBDA
Phi Beta Lambda held its annual
awards banquet at the Villa Nova
on May 15. A wards were given to
Loretta McPherson, Peggy Wroten, ·
Sam Tish, Sherry Bendure, Cathy
Samulenus, and Jane Beninat~. Mrs.
Carleen Boyd, secretary for
Business-Vocational Education, was
awarded an honorary ·membership
in Phi Beta Lambda.
Also during the banquet the new
officers for next year w':!rP.
installed: Bill Theroux as president;
Sherry Bendure as vice-president;
Vanda Mitchell as treasurer; Mary
Caponi as recording secretary;
Cathy Samulenus as corresponding
secretary; and Mary Heyer as club
reporter. After the brief installation
of officers, Jane Beninate was
installed as District Three vice
president of Phi ·B eta Lambda.
Dr. Louise Wise was presented
with an attractive marble pen set
for her desk, expressing the sincere
gratitude of Phi Beta Lambda for
her time and effort placed in this
organization.
· PEGASUS PR CLUB
There will be a meeting of the
Pegasus Public Relations Club
Tuesday at 11 am in AD 149. All
members are asked to come since
plans and . work will be begun on
the summer camp publicity project.
Membenare reminded to payilie~
dues as soon as possible.

fina~~~~!~~~Bmeetingof

The
this quarter will be held Wednesday
at 7 pm in LR 213. Check the

pa~er for summe~0~eetings.

SIGM'A DELTA
Sigma Delta is having its first
initiation tomorrow night at the<;
Bar Stables in Christmas. Members
who have paid their fees and dues
are reminded that the hayride starts
at 8 pm, followed by an
old-fa~hioned cookout.
Students who a·re eligible for
membership and who cannot attend
the initiation may pay the initiation
fee of $5 and still be considered as
charter members.
R~member, tomorrow's initiation
is 30YB, so don't expect your
favorite beverage unless you bring
it.

Local 'Oscars'
Given Players
FTU had its own academy awards
last Saturday night. Awards for best
actress, actor, technical director,
and best all-around Village Player
were · presented at Gigi's in the first
Village Players Awards Banquet.
A special award was given to Dr.
Harry Smith, advisor of the club for
his help, advice, and general
guidance throughout the existence
of the players.
The award for best actor went to
Ed Kreh!; Pam Davis was elected
best actress. John Hart took the last
two awards as the best technical
director and as the best all-around
Village Player.
The Players also announced the
results of their election of officers,
revealing that Ed Kreh! and Barry
Walters are the club's new president
and vice president, respectively.
Paulette Getz was elected Village
Players secretary and Kim Murray,
treasurer.
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Engr. Bldg. Installs Electron Scope
An electron microscope, model HU-llE, produced by Hitachi, Ltd. of
Tokyo, Japan, was installed recently in the Materials Laboratory EN
138.
.
'
Dr. William F . Smith, a graduate of Massachusetts Institute of
Technology and an associate ...,_-----,-,-:.---------professor of Engineering Mechanics s1~ula.t1ng many types of
and Materials at FTU, explained en~meenn~ processes ~nd systems.
that the microscope has · a This ~a~ticular mach_me has the
"resolution, or a distinction that cap~bil1ty_ of ~avrng r~mote
can be made from point to point, ter_mmals. w1~h oscilloscope ~1.splay
of 3 5 angstroms "
umts. This gives us the capab1hty of
S~me of the. problems which a large n_umber of students bei.ng
delayed the installation were a able to s1mu~taneo~sly ,,work with
difference in start-up periods the the ~ame s1mulat1on,
Mathews
·
.
' .
explained.
nee d f or a special water coolmg
A r d
unit, and a defective relay from the
PP ie

Arbor, Michigan, is the
manufacturer of the computer. "It
will be used in at least a dozen of
our courses (electrical engineering),
as well as outside the department.

SPRING PICNIC
FTU's first
annual
university-wide spring picnic gained
approval Tuesday when the SG
Ma-thews pointed out that the
Senate unanimously passed a bill
computer will be simulating
granting $2,675 to finance the
environmental systems, water
celebration which is planned for
treatment systems, and lake and
June 6 at Downey Park.
stream pollution processes.
The activity will feature free
food, including steaks, and
entertainment will be provided by
the "Raintree C!lllntry B~nd.":
The picnic, wh.ich is an
SG-sponsored function, according
to one estimate may attract more man~faclurer, ~kh h~ ~ be ' r---------------------------~
than 1,000 students.
replaced.
Smith explained that the
Contrary to the notice in the May microscope will be used in courses
21 Future, families and friends will of Engineering Mechanics and
not be provided reserve seat tickets Materials, and in undergraduate and
fro the June 13 graduation. The graduate research. Smith simplified
Orlando Sports Stadium should be the process: ''An electron beam
Corner of East 50 and Alafaya· Trail .
sufficiently large to accommodate goes down through an accelerator
as many guests as our graduates and passes through a thin section
of metal or alloy. You can detect a
wish to invite.
OPEN From 6 am - 10 pm
great deal about the internal
Mon. - Sat.
structure of the material by the
way in which the electrons are
Sun. 8 am - 8 pm.
scattered."
Biclo~ was mentioned asaficldl:-. ~~~-~~-=-~~-~-:-~-~-=-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
of study that may benefit from the
· ......-·
electron microscope at FTU. Smith
JOU don't see what you want, .
said that the microscope can "show
it!
almost atomic-sized imperfections."
There are currently about twenty
IF .YOU WERE BORN TODAY: majors in the field of Materials.
Two months ago an analog
A great treasure is in store for
BANK
you, but you will not find it. computer was installed in the
·(o~
Ovtuk
You will step on it, as a matter Engineering Building. The spring
quarter
has
seen
its
use
in
a
of fact, and will hurt your foot,
P. 0. BOX 248 • OVIEDO. FL.ORICA 3276!5
instead. I can not express the classroom situation. The course is
contempt your professors hold "Analog Computer Programming,"
Five minutes north .of F.T.U.
for you . To start anew next EECS 414, taught by Dr. Bruce
Mathews.
quarter is a myth. For you there
Phone 365-3272
will be no "next quarter."
"It (the computer) is capable of
Member FDIC

"Hanging out your
Shingle" ... or
Opening an Office?
If you're planning to open an
office anywhere in Florida, it
will pay you to visit Florida's
Largest Business Supply
Department Store for office
turniture, equipment, and
supplies.

Don's

UNIVERSITY· GULF

Phone 273-0402

SERVICE CALLS-

JruwJre
Jlnrrihscnpe
tr ®Ir

,f

Famous name wood or metal
executive and conference
desks, secretarial groupings
and desks, credenzas ·and
tables.

ask for

THEc:-p~
.

tf

1...--~----~~!'"'!'"!1!!!!'""~--------------1!111'"11!----"!-~.,___.

Comfortable executive and
side arm chairs in popular
grospoint and naugahyde
upholstery in styles to
harmonize.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,

~
Faculty , Staffs , S_tudents &Families
~ s~'~i'~G;
You are invited to
,y. ~0.

~
~

6161

~~

FTU's First Spring Picnic

-

to be held at Downey Park

~

on E. Highway

-

Sunday, June 6, 1971
#

~ \,~~~'
··~
~

.~
-

~

50 . and De~·~.. Road

~

-

.

~·

-

' --

12!o~s~ed:o~:o~
Hear music by Raintree County

.

Free Barbequed Steaks
while 1~00 last

~

41

vs c
1

-

~
~

And for the reception room
you'll need comfortable chairs
and sofas.

Come in
and see
our complete
showing.

The free services of our staff
of office designers is yours
for the asking.

~

~

Swim in Lake Downey
Food Free with student ID per family.
Sponsored by Student Government

Steel filing cabinets from the
2-drawer to the 5-drawer in
variou~ types from the famous
Shaw Walker fire-files to the
popular-priced models.

-

-·''''''''''''~·''~'''~:~.,~ -.......

Free furniture delivery in
Orange, Seminole and Osceola
Counties.

george

~Stuart
CMl(<WltN

133 East ROBINSON
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1971-72 CHEERLEADING SQUAD - After two long weeks of grueling practice, the.
Florida Tech Cheerleading Squad for the 1971-72 school year have beeen chosen. At the
end of the practice period, consisting of jumping and y~lling exercises, the following
seven girls met the standards set for FTU cheerleading. From left to right are: Kathy

Richardson; freshman, Christi Rudolph; freshman, Beverly Saxton; freshman, Eileetl
Brennan; freshman, Dawn Thornton; junior, Carolyn Kerkow; freshman,
and Roz
Ridosh; sophomore. (Photo by Jon Findell)

Baseball Club Has Sutcessful Season
INTRAMURAL
WRAPUP
In women's softball the
The spring intramural program is
coming to a close. Men's water polo Immortals and Tyes are tied for the
is coming to a close while women's league lead.
Sara Jo McLemore won over
softball will close next week.
In men's water polo, God's Margaret Allen in the tennis finals
Children and Roadrunners are to win the women's tennis
fighting for the independent championship.
On Thursday, May 20, the first
championship while PAE has the
inside track in the fraternity league. intramural swim meet was held. In
Play begins in men's handball the women's division the Immortals
edged the Tyes 65-20.
doubles Thursday, May 27.
..--------------•

EDGEWOOD SPORT CENTH lie.
5107 E. COLON.IAL DRIVE
273-3373
(Across from Highway Patrol Station)

Central Florida~s. Largest
Aqua-Lung Dealership & Pro-Shop

Day, Night, & Private Classes
All Equipment Furnished
Nation~I & International
Certification Offered
For Info Call:
Jim Hollis at 273-3373
Only Master Instructor
~n Florida

Authorized Dealers For

U.S. DIVERS
DACOR
SWIM MASTER
& OTHER BRANDS

fture
SFORIS
NEWS
A table tennis tournament will be
played 1l --~ today and Saturday
night, May 28 and 29, at the
Lawton Elementary School
Gymnasium in Oviedo. Both
matches will start at 6 pm.
It is open to all Florida Tech
students and faculty members.

The Intramural awards will be
The tournament will be seeded
given Thursday, June 3, at 11 am in on the basis of experience. A $1
the Multi Purpose Room. Everyone donation is requested to help pay
who participated in the intramural for the gym rental.
program throughout the year
should plan to attend.
-o-

~M KEEFE ~URU:D
19 STRAIGHT WINS IN
1888-IHE MODERN
DAY RECORD ALSO 19 IS

14ELD 8'I RUB£ MARQJt\RD

The physical education
department reminds all FTU
students that both the swimming
pool and the equipment room will
be open Memorial Day, this
Monday, May 31. Both facilities
will be open from noon to 5 pm on
that day.

nm
BODY SHIRTS

1/2 PRICE
REGULARLY $10
3 Button Cuff

G·oldsox Bounce Back
To Finish With 15-12

The FTU Goldsox ended with a winning record (15-12) in its first year
of competition, but things were not all rosy during the season.
The Goldsox opened the season with a doubleheader sweep over
Florida Bible in Miami, but for the next 15 games the situation took a
shaky turn for the worse. FTU was
~hich began the winning streak
first defeated by Tampa University,
then by Lyndon State (Vermont) · which would last the remainder of
the season. The Goldsox ended the
and by Atlanta Baptist. FTU rallied
season with eight straight wins, and
to beat Atlanta Baptist in the
' 10 wins in their last 11 games.
second game of the doubleheader.
Things looked brighe'r as the
Goldsox upset Bethune-Cookman
by a score of 5-2. Mark Denno was
responsible for holding
Bethune-Cookman in check.
However, the inevitable was
about to happen. The Goldsox were
not receiving consistent pitching,
Greek Week ribbons were
and the temporary losses of top awarded to the following
hitter Alan Tuttle and centerfielder fraternities and sororities Saturday
Tony Montalbano affected the · night at the Greek Week party.
Goldsox offense as well as the First, second and third place.
defense.
winners are listed in descending
FTU lost two straight to the order.
Florida Sou them 'B' team - which
Chariot race - Tyes, Fideles,
actually consisted of 'B' fielders Tri-K; Lambda Chi Alpha, Tau
and 'A' pitchers. FTU won the first .Kappa Epsilon, Tau Epsion Rho .
game of a doubleheader against St.
Tire rolling Tyes, Tri-K,
Petersburg JC by a 5-4 margin as Sororas; Sigma Sigma Chi, Alpha
pitcher Bill Parham went the Tau Omega, Phi Alpha Epsilon.
distance. This loss was followed by
Tricycle race Tri-K, Tyes,
setbacks inflicted by Brevard CC, Fideles; PAE, TKE, Delta Tau.
·Florida Southern 'B,' St. \Pete JC,
Sack race - Tyes, Tyes, Tri-K;
Stetson, and St. Pete JC, again.
ATO, LXA, LXA.
However during this slump the
100 yard dash - Tyes, Tyes,
pitchers began throwing with more Fideles; PAE, LXA, TKE.
confidence and fewer grapefruit.
Spider race -TEP, PAE, ATO .
Alan Tuttle returned to the lineup
880 yard relay - LXA, TKE,
and his big bat sparked the offense. TEP.
Tony Montalbano. returned from
440 yard relay - Tyes, Tri-K,
his broken arm to anchor the Fideles.
·
outfield. Bob "Rod" Rodriguez
Mixed three legged race - LXA
stepped in at second base, after the and Tyes, TKE and Fideles, ATO
original second sacker was forced to and Tyes.
quit and promptly learned how to
Egg toss - Fideles, Tyes, Tri-K,
play · the new position like a TKE, DT, Kappa Sigma.
veter an. Pitcher Billy Spillman
VW stuffing - Tyes, Fideles,
regained his high school form when Tri-K; TEP, Alpha Kappa Pi, LXA.
he started the "new season" with a
Leg wrestling Tyes, Tyes,
two-hit 3-0 victo.r y. Eddie Barks Tri-K; TEP, ATO, LXA.
and Parham combined to stop
Three-legged race - Tri-K, Tyes,
Florida Bible.
Fideles; ATO, TKE, LXA.
Sante Fe beat FTU in the first
The originally scheduled women's
game of a doubleheader, but the · sleeping bag race was cancelled due
Goldsox won the second game to ex.t reme heat.

Greek Week
Ribbons Given

Puffed Sleeve

:

Sml - Med - Lg

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

D1ELI

~

Solids - Florals
Fancies

•.
•

HOUSE
•

oE1..1cATESSEN•SANowtcH sHCP

:
•
......................

OPEN ' Tl L 9 PM

STUDENT DISCOUNTS

- 24 hr. Air Fill Service Complete Service 8t Rental

GOLDEN TRIANGLE
SHOPPING CENTER
·MT. DORA
WINTER PARK MALL
SANFORD PLAZA

•

Take it out :
o~o~!!.nw_i_~h.. ~~5! ~

featuring

HOMEMADE

e SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS

:
•
e

•

hot pastrami ....... 70 .•
corned beef ........70
Bar-B-Oue
•
beef or pork ......65 :
ham ..........•...60 •
ham & cheese ... ·... 65 •

SEMORAN VILLAGE
ALOMA AT 436

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

•

671-3181
10AM-8PM
New Owners - Dana and Mike Winn

•

This ad, when presented, is good for 251i on our delicious hot cuban.

•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

e

:.
•

•e '
•
•
•
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Orch.estra And Choir
Shine·In Fund Benefit

By David Boelzner
The FTU Philharmonic Orchestra ·and Concert Choir presented their
Spring Concert Sunday at the Winter Park High School Auditorium. _It
was a benefit for the FTU Scholarship Fund.
It was the first time admission has been charged for an FTU concert
and the crowd was of moderate
size. For each $1 raised however, with spontaneous applause occuring
after the first movement. The
the FTU fund will receive $9 more soloist worked well with the
in the form of scholarship money. orchestra to produce a moving
The benefit was sponsored by version of the work. Again,
FTU 's Women's Club .
acoustics caused some passages to
The orchestra, conducted by be blurred, but the effect was not
Professor Arpad Szomoru opened diminished. The audience offered a
the . performance with Beethoven's standing ovation after the exciting
''Egmont" Overture. This is a final movement.
dramatic work which champions
the cause of liberty through its
programmatic aspects, and the
stirring conclusion is unforgettable.
Unfortunately, due to the excessive
"liveness" of the auditorium, parts
According to .its administrators,
of this conclusion were muddled.
This was a repeat performance o f the benefit concert held last
the "Egmont" for the orchestra, Sunday night by the FTU
and the number was polished and Philharmonic Orchestra and the
FTU Concert Choir was a great
well-delivered .
Foltowing this opening selection, success. The concert, under the
Arpad Szomoru,
the Concert Choir, took the stage direction of
--' and gave a creditable account of attracted approximately 800
FTU PHILHARMONIC Orchestra performs in
nine-to-one basis by t he federal government, and the Johannes Brahms' '"Liebeslieder." spectators contributing ·a bout
· concert last Sunday. The approximately $1,200 in
funds will go to the FTU Foundation for music This is a cycle of love songs all set $1 , 3 8 5 . The money will be
scholarships. (Photo by Jon Findell.)
to a waltz tempo and scored for matched by the Federal government
proceeds from the concert will be matched on a
soloists, chorus and piano duet. under the NDEA by nine times the
There is no monotony, however, amount collected for a total of
because of the variety of scoring $13,850, and placed in the
and tempo and originality of scholarship and loan account in the
(Continued from Page 1)
melodic line . Notable for their solo FTU Foundation.
Mrs. Bernard Ostle, the wife of
work were Janette Ogg and Teresa
Judges for the events were Dr. Arbaugh. The beautiful conclusion the dean of the College of Natural
Robert Bledsoe , Dick Cornell, John to the words by Goethe was Sciences, was among the 150 wives
of FTU personnel who worked for
Davis, Linda Eastman , Bruce excellent.
Meyer , Dean Gwen Sarchet, and Dr.
After intermission, the orchestra the project by selling tickets and
llWY,,~
--~~~ • ·~ • • • · ~.?.~:?.~:;:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:!:::::!:::::::::::::::~:::::::~~~ Eugene Teeple. Dick Cornell and p e r f o rm e d B e l a B a r t o k 's interesting everyone · they could
· ~~~
·~«:..:-~=-~--~=~~=~='.
._LP
WA
.
NTED ·
.:- ~ -AL'-="
~
~
Linda Eastman were the only "Roumariian Dances." This was find in the project. "I think we
H
.~~
judges present to evaluate all also an encore presentation and the could all get together and write a
)dtlW'dl$t,CtA,,'tjWm Wo'iiC??C"POO•o:
· · · · · · · • events.
rich orchestration was fascinating in book on the things that have
Men and women wanted. Part
FTU Area, custom-designed brick
The Greek Week chairman was spite of the acoustical difficulties of happened to us," she said. "I was
home. Completely paneled
time or fu II time. Call 671-3032
Lloyd Richardson , and the the hall. Two excellent solos :were standing in line in the grocery store
throughout. Many extras. You'll love
between 6 and 8 pm.
organizational committee consisted rendered by Diane Lepird on talking to another lady about FTU
this beautiful home in the country.
of Richardson, Connie Graham, piccalo and Richard Collins on when she told me she not only
wanted to buy a ticket to the
$31,500. Orn A. Taylor, Realtor,
Dick Powell, Liz Hebert, Jim viclin.
277-1054.
Ferre 11 , Paula Bamforth , and
The featured number of the concert, but also wanted an FTU
Howard Wells.
program was Rachmaninoff's catalog so that her son could go here
next year."
.
~ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - - - - ,second Piano Concerto in C minor
'f 9 Cougar, 2 dr. hardtop, It. 'aqua
I
Always use Zip Code.
performed with the orchestra by
(Continued from Page 3)
with white vinyl roof; air, fuil power,
I
Then maybe you'll find
lnr. Leonidas Sarakatsannis. This sometime that day. Indeed, the
mich. radial tires, original owner.
I
there's nothing to gripe about.
lpiece, along with the C-sharp minor show was over, but in retrospect it
$2350, perfect graduation present.
~···
IPrelude, accounts for much of was deemed a success. As Bill said"
Jill Skeinmetz ext. 2350 or 671-2057
I ~·" advertising contributed 1Rachmaninoff's popularity, and .. .it all belongs to art." I think,
weekends or after 5:00 pm.
The Gang
I ~
for the public good
contains many familiar themP.~
when you have said that you have
9
- ,_ :;." ,,;,,,, - - - - .. -- - - T1!e concerto was well-received · sajd jt all

Concert Collects
For Scholarships

Greek Week

..

.,

-o-

I

Happy Birthday! .
Duncan

FEATURING
* All Luxuriously Furnished Units

* All Color TV
* Bridal Suites

* Executive And Conference Suites

* Direct Dial Phones
* Individually Controlled Air Conditioning
* Gourmet Dining With Continental Service
* Banquet & Convention Hall
* Heated Swimming Pool

* Lanscaped Large Recreation Area
* All Major Credit Cards Honored

"Luxury For

L~ss"

f

-

